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Outdoor cultivation: example for small area in Northern 
California: 600 illegal outdoor “guerilla grows”

Humboldt State University, Institute for Interdisciplinary Marijuana Research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMpu0kbsV7w#action=share

Each red dot is a grow operation
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Humboldt County, Northern California
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Humboldt County, Northern California



Environmental dimensions
o Outdoor

 deforestation / erosion (carbon emissions)

 illegal roads

 illegal water impoundment & consumption

 water pollution (agri/human waste)

 fuel spills

 solid waste pollution

 illegal rodenticides into food chain

 energy use and carbon footprint

o Indoor

 energy use and carbon footprint

 water consumption (upstream and downstream)
& pollution

 Mold & moisture damage to buildings

 fire and explosion hazards

 solid waste; mercury in lamps

Before (2004) and after (2012) the outdoor cannabis boom in 

Trinity Alps, CA. Carah et al., 2015. Bioscience Vol. 65. No. 8. 



Indoor cultivation



Indoor cultivation
o Intensity: 4-5 harvests per year

o Temperature: ~80F: Think “Hawaii in Fargo" (or Phoenix)

o Light: As bright as the sun, but no windows

o Humidity: 40-50%: yes, even in Louisiana (or Phoenix)

o Air circulation: 60x more flow than in a home

o Water temperature: 70F (taps are only ~ 55F)

o Added CO2 = 1500 ppm (>4x ambient) 

Resulting: Power density: ~200 watts/square foot (like a data center)

Looks very technical, but actually very little science or engineering is involved…

Combined with very high investment hurdle rates,
makes energy optimization unattractive





An industry decidedly not focused on energy…

… and very protective of their energy data



Carbon footprint

How much energy?

How much carbon?

How much money?



Carbon footprint



CO2:  Worst  > Average > Improved



CO2 from 1 grow module = 1 “house” or 30 “fridges”



Indoor marijuana cultivation in context
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Vastly more energy-intensive
than other US building types
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Indoor	marijuana	cultivation,	in	context	

• ~$6 billion/year in energy expenditure

• U.S. Electricity = 3 million U.S. homes

= 7 average U.S. power plants

• U.S. CO2 = 3 million average U.S. cars

• 1 pound = 4 cross-country trips in a Prius 

• 1 “joint” = 3 lbs CO2 = 100W light bulb @ 25h = 22 miles in Prius



Caveats & limitations

o Based on market conditions 
5 (very long) years ago

o Many structural changes 
since then

o Not all uses of energy 
covered (e.g. extracts)

o Off-grid fossil-fuel 
generation (can mean far 
larger carbon footprint than 
grid power)

o No state-level resolution



Carbon footprint will vary WIDELY by state



Policy: Horse is out of the barn



Unintended drug-environmental policy conflicts

Drug-policy intervention Environmental policy consequence

Criminalization Pushes cultivation indoors; curtails information 
flow

Required indoor cultivation (local 
gov’ts)

Pushes cultivation indoors

Hyper-localized punative load-
based pricing

Displaces activity (does not necessarily reduce); 
possibly to more polluting configurations

Air-quality regs for ‘pollution’ 
caused by outdoor plants

Favors energy-intensive indoor cultivation

Product taxation Pushes market (back) towards illicit production

Interstate commerce restrictions Limits production in states with cleaner power; 
milder climates



Other policy challenges
o Utility regulation

 Power (and water) theft 

 Low-income electricity tariff fraud

 Electric vehicle fraud

 Localized power shortages

 Rate design: cheap ag rates thwart efficiencies

 Utility rebates = subsidy of polluting practice

o Broader energy policy

 Irrational ROI expectations (~75% not uncommon)

 Unaddressed by existing energy policies

 Absence of public-goods research

o Health and safety

 Fire (household incidence is 5x normal in BC)

 Mold and moisture damage to built infrastructure

 Mercury, water, and other pollution

o Security for outdoor cultivation sites: A red herring!

52% of growers steal power

in British Columbia
(Diplock and Plecas, University of the Fraser Valley)



‘High-security' outdoor opium poppy production in Tasmania



Policy strategies
o Education (consumers, trades, policymakers)

o Energy benchmarking & disclosure

o Equipment rating and performance labeling

o Dispensary policies & labeling

o Codes, standards, ordinances

o Product-transportation energy minimization

o RD&D - better technology; better practices

GOAL must be net-zero energy use on an annualized basis

(not simply carbon-offset ‘indulgences’)

Carrots work better than sticks, especially with this crowd



Beware solar window-dressing
o Required area for solar can be 16x the facility size*

* Las Vegas, NV conditions, per http://pvwatts.nrel.gov



Environmentally benign outdoor cultivation



Information needs
This is an industry historically driven by folk wisdom, rules of thumb, 
conventions, and secrecy … not based in science and data.

Policymakers need:

o More understanding of status quo energy use & trends

 Market characterization and forecasting: energy & water

 Residential and “guerilla grows” will continue – important!

o Carbon footprint quantification

 C-footprint (and other impacts) of outdoor-production-related land use

 Embodied energy in other inputs (fertilizer, etc.)

o Water use, quality, and efficiency data

o Efficiency potential (techno-economic analysis, not wishful thinking)

o Policy-relevant insights into market dynamics; barriers to 
improvement; cultivating constructive partnerships with farmers



Thank You

http://evan-mills.com/energy-associates/Indoor.html

Evan Mills
evanmills1@gmail.com

Marijuana production is arguably the only sector of the 
economy that has been so completely passed over by decades of 
informational programs, incentives, and regulations focused on 
understanding and improving energy efficiency. A double standard.

Legalization is necessary—but not sufficient—to address the 
associated environmental issues. If not done properly, legalization 
could have the unintended effect of driving the carbon footprint 
even higher.  It’s in your hands.

Closing thoughts

http://evan-mills.com/energy-associates/Indoor.html
mailto:evanmills1@gmail.com

